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ABSTRUCT
This paper presents a human pointing action recognizing system called Finger-Pointer. This system recognizes
pointing actions and simple hand forms in real-time by an
image sequence processing of stereoscopic TV cameras. The
operator does not need to wear any special devices such as
Data-Glove. Fast image processing algorithms employed in
this system enable real-time processing on a graphic workstation without any special image processing hardware. The
system can detect stable and accurate pointing regardless of
the operator's pointing style.

INTRODUCTION
With the growing popularity of information systems, we
want to develop new interfaces that are easier for everyone
to use. The keyboard is the most common computer interface, but it requires a lot of practice to master. We think
that a good Human-to-Computer interface for the general
population should be so simple to use that no practice is required. It must also allow the operator to communicate in a
manner similar to Human-to-Human interaction. Humanto-Human interaction is composed of verbal and non-verbal
modes. The role of the non-verbal-mode, which encompasses posture, gesture, gaze, facial expression and so on,
is as important as that of the verbal-mode. It is our belief
human gesture is suitable for such a computer interface.
Human gestures can be classified into three groups (Table 1). The first group contains the simple pointing actions
used to indicate location. We call this the 'locator' group.
The next group, which we call 'valuator', contains gestures
that indicate extents of quantity. For example "about this
size" or "rotate this much". The last group comprises gestures for indicating general images such as "triangle" or
"running". We call this group 'imager'. Some prototype
systems of Human-to-Computer interfaces using pointing
actions and hand gestures have been proposed [11[2]. In the
above classification method, these actions correspond to locators and some valuators. But in these systems, the o p
erator must wear special devices, such as Data-Glove or a

Class
locator
valuator
imager

magnetic-sensor. Some researches to recognize hand gesture
use real-time image processing h a r d ~ a r e [ ~ ] [ ~ I .
In our study, we developed a human-pointing action
recognition system called " ~ i n ~ e r - ~ o i n t e r " [The
~ I . system
can recognize pointing actions and simple hand forms in
real-time without forcing the user to wear any special device such as a Data-Glove. The system can detect stable
and accurate pointing regardless of the operator's pointing
style by a simple calibration. The operator can interact with
the system by any combination of multimodal pointing messages such as gestures and voice commands.
In this report, our "Finger-Pointer" system is outlined
first. Then, fast image processing methods for hand image
detection are described. Next, new pointing direction determination method called "Virtual Projection Origin (VPO)"
is proposed. Experiments have shown that VPO is very effective in various situations. Finally, remaining problems
and possible applications for this system are discussed.

"FINGER-POINTER"
Finger-Pointer s y s t e m
Fig.1 shows a block diagram of Finger-Pointer system.
The operator's pointing actions are captured by two stereoscopic TV cameras, one mounted on the wall and the other
on the ceiling. The system determines the coordinates of
the operator's finger tip and the direction in which the operator's finger is pointing by analyzing these camera images.
The system then determines the target location and displays
a corresponding cursor on the screen.
The system works on a GWS1 and processes 10 frames per
second. The user-specified, single-word-type voice recognition unit on a personal computer is used for voice command recognition. Another GWS4 is used as the application
platform. The system uses a telescopic type microphone,
making it unnecessary to wear even a headset.
'IRIS-4D1220GTX
'Voice Navigator
'Macintosh IIfx
'Personal IRIS

Table 1: Classification of gesture
Example
Content
pointing
Indicate location in space
Indicate extents (including switcher) manipulation of 3D-CAD, hand sign
sign language, body language
Indicate general images
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Fig. 1: System Diagram or Finger-Pointer

Fig. 2: Determining o i finger tip location

Capturing multiple images
Thc system uses the two images captured by t h e ceiling and wall camerM bat first they must be synchronized
to acct~mtelyd e t w t the location of the operator's finger
tip. The vidm digitizing unit5 in G W S can capture only
one RGB color image at a time. rn this system, we use two
monochrome CCD camera, and these camem are synchronized by one sync signal. The ceiling camera image is converted to the "R" plane of the digitizing unit, and the wall
camera image i s converted to the "G" plane. These camera i m a ~ e sare then digitized by the video digitizing unit.
Thereafter, the two planes are easily separated by a simple
memory operation, and the system can capture two sepnrrrted crrmera images simultaneously. The operator's voice
level is also recorcl~din "B" plane for voice and g-ture synchroni7atioi-1.

Infrared LED array
Captured camera irnags are converted to binary irna~es
for finger tip detection. In this process, a fixed threshold is
~rfiprlfor real-time processing. However binarization by using
a fixed threshold is affected by lighting conditions. rl strong
visible light ia effective lor stable binarizntion, but such a
light makm the epcratar feel uncomfortable. Thia problem
can be solved by using an array of infrared LEDs whose light
is unnoticeable t o the operator, A filter for cutting visible
spectrum ia positioned in front of the CCD cameras. With
t h i s combination of infrared ZEDS and filters, the system
can stabIy binarize by a fixed threshold regardless of the
lighting condition of the room.

IMAGE PROCESSTNG METHODS
Determining finger tip location
This system uses lnst image processing methods t o d e
tect human pointing actions and simple hand forms in realtime. Ffg.2 illustrates the al~orithmfor determining finger
t i p location. The system makes one aqumption; the operator's finger tip is t h e part of his body nearest the screen
while he is pointing. First, the captured camera images are
binariaeci with fixed threshold. Next, t h e system x a n s the
binary irnageg and determinm the pixel that is closest to the
screen , an the moat likeIy candid at^ lor the finger tip. The
'Live
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Fig. 3: Thumb-Switch Detection
system then decidw, based upon the length and thickness
of the extracted region, whether that pixel represents t h e
real finger tip. The l e n ~ t hand thickness of usual human
fingers are not drastically different. Therefore, no calibration is done when using this method.

Thumb-Switch detection
T ~ RyatPm
P
can d ~ t w t h u m b u p and thumbdown p w
sitions, which allows the thumb to be used as it switch. For
example, the operator can use a click and drag function,
similar to that in a one-button mouse.
The scanning method i s similar to finger tip detection
(Fig.3). The system ecans the binarized wall-camera image
in a motion similar to a spreading fan from the line determined by the operator's finger tip and wrist positinn. Then
the s-wtem determines the thtimb tip candidate pixel and
decidm whether the candidate pixel is the real thumb tip.

Finger-Number detection
People often use their fingers t o indicate numbers, We
call thi "Finger-Number". The aystem can also recognize
the number of outstretched fingers. The operator can select
different commands by displaying different numbers o l tingers. This feature dlowa more apeedy selection than pointing to icons.
The recognition sequence is shown in Fig.4. The dctection method firgt extracts the hand region on the scan circle
of the binarized wall-camera image. Next, the system de-
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VPO : Virtual Projection OrigFn
Fig. 4: Finger-Number Detection
rides how many fingers occupy each extracted region. Using
this method, the system can detect t h e correct number of
fingers, even if two or more fingersare held together.

Fig. 5: VPO Calibration

Vlrtuat Projection Orlgln
convergence point )

Finger tip tracking
h finger-tiptracking method is implemented in this system for speedy procesling. Thr position where the finger
will next appear is estimated by the two most recent finger
tip positions. Then a small area ( about 8% of captured imaue ) is scanned, and i f the operator's finger tip is included
in this area, the system can detect the finger tip candidate
pixel quickly.

VPO (VERTUAL PROJECTION ORIGIN)
Pointing d i r e c t i o n
The operator" pointing direction is determined by a
straight line which is defined by two points in 3-Dwpace.
Thew two points are called "TipPoint" and "13~~-Point".
Tbe T i p P o i n t c o r r ~ p o n d ito
i the operatot's finger tip. However, the question is t h e location o l t h e Rase-Point. I f a fixed
BaspPoint is located independent of the operator and the
manner of pointing style, the system only needs to track two
specified points in order to detect the operator's pointing direction. However, a preliminary experiment indicated that
the position of the Base-Point is different for each operator.
Even for the same operator, this point changes depending
on the pointing gesture, for example, whether it is tense or
relaxed.

"VPO": V i r t u a l Projection O r i g i n
To overcome the problem of differing Base-Point positions, we assume that t h e lines of the pointing direction
converge a t one point when an operator points at objects
on a diatant screen (Fig.5). We call this point the "VVPO"
- Virtual Projection Origin.
The VPO calibration procedure requires the operator to
point t o a few predetermined marks on the screen. This
calibration decides pointing lines from the displayed mark
and the corresponding f i n ~ e stip position. The VPO is then
estimated as the point where thcse lines converge. To put
it concreteIy, the VPO is a center of sphere that has minimum radius and is intersected by all pointing lines (Fig.6).
After t h YPO
~
is estimated, the operator's pointing direc-

Fig. 6: J3&rnating convergence point

tion is determined as the projection from the VPO t o the
operator's finger tip, and the target is determined = the
intersection of the pointing direction and the screen.

VPO d i s t r i b u t i o n
Fig.7 illustrates typical VPOdistributions. Each s p h ~ r e
indicates the VPO position for one operator. The radius of
each sphere indicates the convere;ence rate. A small sphere
means good convergence. This figure indicates t h e VPO position is different for each operator, and even for the same
operator, the VPO position changes depending on t h e pointing style.
The experiment using 20 operators provided that the
VPO for each operator converges within a 3.5-cm radius
with a probability of 95%. By using the VPO method, the
system bas a pointing accuracy of 2.0' in t h e non cursor
feedback mode, and 0.6' in the cursor feedbmk mode.

APPLICATIONS
Presentation s y s t e m
There a t e many applications for the "Finger-Pointer"
system. Fig.&iliustrates a presentation system that uses
a computer-baed slide projector. Rectan~ularregions at
the bottom of the screen serve a s command buttons. For
example, Nextpage, PrevPage, Clearscreen, etc. The a p
erator can select commands and ernphasiac the slidc image
by adding marks and lines. The operator can control the
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Fig. 7: VPD Distribution

system uaing any combination of multimodal pointing met+
sages R U C ~88 gestures and voice. Moreover, the operator

can select commands uaing combinations of fingeranurnbar
and voice commands. In this cam, finger-number is used to
indicate the argument of a command.

Another applications
"Finger-Pointer" can also be used as a video browsing
system. The operator can uee hand motions and thumbswitch actions to control a VCR. For example, Pllry, Stop,
and some special =arch operations. In another application,
the system can detect d p h a n u m e r i a and graphic figures
-.
written in space by the operator. The pen-~ip/downoperation ia controlled by the operator's thumbawitch.

CONCLUSION
In this repoxt, we proposed a new pointing action recognition system called '"Finger-Pointer". The operators need
not wear any special devicea auch as Data-Glove. The ayw
tern can detect the 3D position of the finger tip, pointing action, thumb clicking and the number of shown 6ngers in real-time through a simple and f ~ image
t
processing method. The operator can interact with the system by
m y combination of pointing messages,such as gestures and
voice commands. B y estimating VPO (Virtual Projection
Oripjn) through a simple calibrdion step, the system can
detect stable and accurate pointing regardleas of the operator's pointing style.
The experimental Finger-Pointer system was implemented
on an ER15-4D/ZlOGTX without any special image proceing hardware. It proceses 10 frames per second and has 2.Qe
(without cursor i d b a c k ) snd 0.6" (with cursor feedback)
pointing accuracies. This smooth and natural interface has
been tested for some applications: a presentation system ,
a VCR browser and so on. This system is alalrw useful as a
real-time platform of a multi modal interface.
Improvement of processing speed together with pointing
accuracy and the recognition of more complex hand geatures
in any place are still remaining as future problems.
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